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Sheet Metal Components Brass Sheet Metal Parts

We manufacture and supply from our latest power presses high end sheet metal parts and sheet metal components made from Copper Brass and Aluminium. We have deep drawing capabilities and press sheet metal parts and products up to 4mm thickness. We offer processes like bending embossing cutting using cumulative die and tooling.

- Sheet metal parts for electrical industry
- Lugs and Connectors made for electrical industry
- Copper Sheet metal components for switchgears
- Brass sheet metal pressed parts for water heaters stoves and appliances
- Automotive components from sheet metal

Our speciality:

- Minimum tooling development time, tooling development as per drawing or sample. We help to minimize cost by minimal usage of raw material with perfect tooling. This results in direct cost effectiveness.
- Usage of best quality of raw material of Copper Sheets Brass Sheets Aluminium sheets
- Regular checking the tooling to provide best outer finish & reduce risk of more rejection due to tooling failure.

ADDEESS:
A1metallics INDIA Plot No.10 GIDC Industrial Estate, Shanker Tekri Jamnagar Gujarat, India.

CONTACTS:
PHONE : 91-22-43449300/27
FAX : 91-22-22834046
EMAIL : sales@a1metallics.com
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